Magnetism is widely considered to be a key ingredient of unconventional superconductivity.
at the Fe sites and the blue and green arrows the hyperfine field (H hf ) at the inequivalent As1 and As2 sites. In the orthorhombic stripe spin-density wave (SSDW) in a all arsenic atoms experience H hf normal to the plane. In the spincharge-density wave (SCDW), "C 4 phase 4 ", in b every other Fe site supports a moment normal to the plane and the As sites experience an in-plane H hf . In the hedgehog spin-vortex crystal (SVC) phase in c Fe moments display an "all in"
or "all out" arrangement centered around the As1 sites generating an out-of-plane H hf = 0 at these sites and H hf = 0 at the As2 sites. In the loops SVC in d the magnetic moments form loops around As1 and neither As site experiences a H hf . e, The chemical structure of CaKFe 4 As 4 . Note the inequivalent As1 and As2 sites adjacent to K and Ca planes, respectively. f, Section of the Fe-As plane with a hedgehog SVC moment arrangement. Spin up currents between the iron atoms, J s (yellow arrows), generate an electric field, E (red arrows), which couples to asymmetric shifts of the two arsenic sites. Unlike in the CaFe 2 As 2 structure, an asymmetric arrangement of arsenic atoms is imposed by the crystallographic symmetry in CaKFe 4 As 4 providing a symmetry-breaking field that favors the SVC-type phases.
The many families of FeSCs provide a diverse platform for investigating the fundamental nature and applications of high-temperature superconductivity 1, 5 . In these compounds, magnetic order and superconductivity seem intertwined and the ground-state can be tuned by pressure and doping. The FeSCs share a common chemical motif; stacked Fe-pnictide or chalcogenide layers. Magnetism in FeSCs is characterized by antiferromagnetic correlations with two symmetryequivalent propagation vectors, Q 1 = (π, 0) and Q 2 = (0, π) (using the single-iron Brillouin zone notation) 1, 2 . Magnetic order with these propagation vectors can be described by the spatial variation of the magnetic moments at the iron sites at positions R (Refs. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] ,
Three types of magnetic order ( only SSDW magnetic order, several hole-doped AeFe 2 As 2 (Ae = Ca, Sr, Ba) compounds demonstrate a transition from SSDW to SCDW for compositions near optimal superconductivity 3, 4, [16] [17] [18] .
An experimental realization of SVC order would demonstrate the diversity of magnetic groundstates in FeSCs, but has not been reported to date.
Application of a suitable symmetry-breaking field may coax the system to condense into one of the three types of magnetic orders as they break distinct symmetries 14 . For example, inplane uniaxial strain favors SSDW as it breaks tetragonal symmetry in the same way and has been widely employed to study this order 19, 20 . It is difficult to imagine appropriate, externally applicable symmetry-breaking fields for SCDW or SVC orders. A SVC phase breaks the glide symmetry across the Fe-As planes 14 , which is present in most FeSCs. Consequently, breaking this glide symmetry could favor SVC order 15 . In the recently discovered stoichiometric AeAFe 4 As 4 (Ae = Ca, Sr; A = K, Rb, Cs) superconductors 21 , the alternating Ae and A atom planes inherently break this glide symmetry resulting in two inequivalent As sites (Fig. 1e) . Consequently, these compounds could provide a unique opportunity to realize and study a SVC phase. Unfortunately, the parent AeAFe 4 As 4 compounds do not order magnetically 21, 22 . Electron count and experimental properties suggests that CaKFe 4 As 4 can be considered analogous to (Ba 0.5 K 0.5 )Fe 2 As 2 (Ref. 22 ).
In the latter compound, the SSDW is suppressed by hole doping 1 (substituting K into BaFe 2 As 2 ).
Inspired by this analogy 23 , magnetic order could be induced by electron doping CaKFe We argue that this peculiar, non-collinear magnetic phase is stabilized by the specific crystal structure of CaKFe 4 As 4 . The inequivalence of the staggered As sites (Fig. 1e) generates a symmetry-breaking field that couples to the spin vorticity,
One possible mechanism is the electrostatic coupling of the As atoms to spin current loops associated with the magnetic moment motif 14, 27 (Fig. 1f) . These spin currents generate an electric field analogous to the magnetic field produced by an electric current 29 . The resulting electrostatic force couples the asymmetric shifts of the As atoms to the spin currents. The preference for the hedgehog SVC variation over loops variation is likely a consequence of spin-orbit coupling, which generally favors M i Q i , observed experimentally in the case of the SSDW order of the parent 27 . The near-degeneracy of these magnetic phases provides an enlarged configuration space for magnetic fluctuations which may have profound implications for magnetically-mediated superconducting pairing 31, 32 .
In conclusion, we confidently identified a hedgehog spin-vortex crystal in Co-and Ni-doped standard from the National Institute of Standards and Technology. The detector was operated with a pixel size of 100 × 100 µm 2 , and patterns were recorded while rocking the sample through two independent angles up to ±2.8
• about the axes perpendicular to the incident beam.
57 Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy measurements were performed in a SEE Co. conventional, constant acceleration type spectrometer in transmission geometry. The 57 Co in Rh source was maintained at room temperature. 34 cleaved crystals of CaK(Fe 0.951 Ni 0.049 ) 4 As 4 were fixed to a paper disk with Apiezon N grease. An effort was made to keep gaps between crystals to a minimum and the part of the disk not covered by crystals was coated with tungsten powder (Alfa Aesar 99.9% metals basis). This mosaic was positioned so that the gamma ray beam was parallel to the crystallographic c-axes. The sample temperature was maintained using a Janis SHI-850-5 closed cycle refrigerator with vibration damping. The driver velocity was calibrated using an α-Fe foil.
The Mössbauer spectra were fitted using the commercial software package MossWinn 4.0Pre 36 .
Below T N , the Mössbauer spectra can be modeled with a single value of hyperfine field (reported in Fig. 4f ) and an increased linewidth with respect to the paramagnetic state. Alternatively, they may be described by a temperature independent linewidth and a distribution of hyperfine fields.
Both approaches suggest that there is a distribution of H hf at the Fe sites in the magnetic phase.
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements of CaK(Fe 0.951 Ni 0.049 ) 4 As 4 (total mass ∼5 mg) were carried out on 75 As (I = A detailed description of the analysis is presented in supplemental materials 27 .
In the first-principles calculations, the effect of electron doping on the magnetic properties of CaKFe 4 As 4 was studied using the virtual crystal approximation (VCA) and the all-electron fullpotential linearised augmented-plane wave basis (Elk FP-LAPW code). 38 The structure parameters were fixed at the measured room-temperature values for undoped samples. Kong for assistance during early stages of sample preparation. We also acknowledge discussions with E. 
Supplemental materials
Composition analysis. Figure S1 presents the transition-metal ratio determined by wavelengthdispersive spectroscopy (WDS). In both the Co and Ni substitution series, the measured ratios were lower than the nominal ratios batched in the crucibles. Figure S2 presents Theoretical analysis of NMR data: hyperfine fields for different magnetic orders Here we derive the internal fields experienced by the As atoms in different magnetic configurations. Since the unit cell is doubled in the double-Q magnetic phases, we consider four As atoms per Fe-As layer (see Fig. S3 ). The theoretically calculated magnetic hyperfine field, H hf , at As-site As j with j = 1, 2, 3, 4 is obtained from
) is the nuclear-electron coupling tensor and the sum is over the Fe moments m i of the four Fe-sites belonging to the same plaquette centered at the As site As j (see Fig. S3 ). The matrix elements A j,i are all related by symmetry such that only A α,β 1,1 are independent parameters. Explicitly, denoting A α,β
corresponds to mirror reflection with respect to the
corresponds to a mirror reflection with respect to the ac plane, and
refers to a π/2 rotation with respect to the c-axis. The matrix elements A j,i at the other As sites follow from symmetry considerations and are depicted in Fig. S3 . In fact, due to tetragonal symmetry only three independent parameters exist, e.g., A
Straightforward calculations yield the following hyperfine fields for different double-Q magnetic configurations. For the hedgehog SVC (see Fig. 1c ), we find: H hf (As 1 ) = −H hf (As 3 ) = (0, 0, 8mA ca ), H hf (As 2 ) = H hf (As 4 ) = (0, 0, 0), where m is the size of the Fe moment in the ab-plane. In contrast, for loops SVC order (Fig. 1d ) the hyperfine field vanishes at all As-sites.
Spin-charge-density wave (SCDW) order (Fig. 1b) at the Fe-and As1-sites (Fig. 4f ) also supports this conclusion. At a second-order phase transition, only one order parameter may become critical and only one generator of the symmetry group may be broken. 42 This restriction requires that the new crystallographic phase has a space group that is a maximal subgroup of the parent space group. If we apply this criteria to the 96 irreducible representations we generate the same list of 24 magnetic structures obtained in the previous paragraph.
Obtaining the same list from independent requirements strengthens our confidence in the result. The tetragonal "C 4 " in the hole-doped (Ae 1−x A x )Fe 2 As 2 is reported to be a SCDW with caxis moments like that shown in Fig. 1b . Surprisingly, a SCDW is orthorhombic in CaKFe 4 As 4 . In the AeFe 2 As 2 structure all As sites are symmetry equivalent (green and blue As atoms would be equivalent in Fig. 1 and have the same distance from the iron plane). In AeFe were not resolved it is likely that the magnetic order is an incommensurate variety of SVC.
Ginzburg-Landau theory of magnetic orders in the presence of a symmetry-breaking crystalline field Magnetic order with propagation vectors Q 1 = (π, 0) and
where R denotes an Fe site in the lattice and M i are N = 3 component magnetic order parameters.
The homogeneous Ginzburg-Landau free energy is constrained by tetragonal and time-reversal symmetries to (see also Refs. 6-15).
The emergence of this term can be derived from symmetry considerations. As discussed in details in Ref. 14, inside the SVC phase, besides long-range magnetic order, a composite order parameter also condenses: M 1 × M 2 , called spin-vorticity-density wave. This "chiral" order parameter, which lives on the plaquettes of the Fe-As layer, is related to the spin-vortices that appear in the SVC phase; it preserves time-reversal symmetry and has wave-vector Q 1 + Q 2 = (π, π) in the Feonly square lattice. Importantly, as shown in Ref. 14, this order parameter has the same symmetry as a spin-current-density wave with the same propagation vector (also known as a triplet d-density wave), manifested as staggered spin loop currents along the plaquettes (see Fig. 1f of the main text). While charge loop currents generate magnetic fields, spin loop currents generate electric fields 29 . In particular, the staggered configuration of spin loop currents creates staggered electric fields of opposite directions above and below the Fe-plane. Because the As atoms located above and below the Fe-plane are themselves staggered, all As atoms either experience an electric field pointing up or down (see Fig. 1f of the main text). Consequently, the two As atoms, As1 and As1, become inequivalent, and their heights with respect to the Fe plane also become different.
Thus, the symmetry breaking field induced by the crystal, η, triggers immediately a spinvorticity density-wave -similarly to how uniaxial strain triggers nematic order. Although the spin-vorticity density-wave does not trigger magnetic order, the fact that this order parameter is only non-zero inside the SVC phase implies that, for large enough |η| > η c , the magnetic ground state necessarily becomes SVC. Indeed, including F η does not change the size of M i and the energies E α for SSDW and SCDW orders since the spin vorticity vanishes for these two phases.
In contrast, . The critical value η c that enforces an SVC ground state in the case that E SVC (η = 0) > E GS ≡ min{E SSDW , E SCDW } follows from a straightforward calculation:
Therefore, the closer the energy of the SVC state is to the energy of the magnetic ground state (in the absence of the symmetry breaking field), the smaller the value of the symmetry breaking field required to make the SVC state the ground state.
ab initio. In the virtual crystal approximation (VCA) method, homogeneous doping is imposed by replacing Fe with an artificial nucleus of a fractional charge between that of Fe and Co. The k-point mesh was set to (5×5×5) dimensions. For each dopant concentration, we study the relativistic total energies of two magnetic orders imposed on the Fe sublattice, namely, the stripe order along the aaxis and the "hedgehog" SVC order with Fe spins lying in-plane and centered on As-sites near the K-plane, as pointed out in the main text. These two configurations were suggested to represent the main competing fluctuations in the undoped compound, based on the NMR measurements and ab initio findings 26 . In the present calculations, the structure remains fixed and we consider the pure effect of electron count on the magnetic energies. Since the generalized-gradient approximation 
